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Saab Receives U.S. Government Order for CarlGustaf Ammunition
Saab has received an ammunition order from the Department of Defense
(DoD) for the Carl-Gustaf® man-portable weapon system. The order value
is approximately $16 million (MSEK 135).
The order is placed under the terms of contract H92222-14-D-0008 originally announced with
DoD in August 2014 for the 84-mm recoilless rifle system known in the U.S. as M3 MAAWS
(Multi-role, Anti-armor, Anti-personnel Weapon System). Deliveries are expected to take place
during 2019.
In addition to the munition types already in service with operators of the system, DoD has also
placed their first order for the MT 756 (Multi Target) round. The 84 mm MT 756 is designed for
combat in urban areas and for incapacitating an enemy under cover inside a building or similar
types of fortification. The MT 756 uses a tandem charge to penetrate hardened structures and
affect the targets within.
“The Carl-Gustaf, with its broad range of munitions types, has repeatedly proven itself in
the most demanding environments. With the addition of the MT 756 munition to the DoD
inventory, warfighters will have even greater flexibility to customize the weapon and
munitions load to their specific mission,” says Michael Andersson, President and CEO,
Saab North America.
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The Carl-Gustaf M4 is the latest version of the combat proven, shoulder-launched, multi-role
weapon system currently being fielded with multiple armed forces around the world. It gives users
a wide range of engagement options and allows troops to remain agile and effective in any
scenario. Building on the system’s already formidable capabilities, the M4 offers a higher degree
of accuracy, lighter construction as well as compatibility with future innovations.
For further information, please contact:
Saab Press Centre,
+46 (0)734 18 00 18
presscentre@saabgroup.com
www.saabgroup.com
www.saabgroup.com/YouTube
Follow us on twitter: @saab
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Saab serves the global market with world-leading products, services and solutions within
military defense and civil security. Saab has operations and employees on all continents
around the world. Through innovative, collaborative and pragmatic thinking, Saab develops,
adopts and improves new technology to meet customers’ changing needs.
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